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About This Game

The chickens are coming. Take participation in a merry and fervent mess!

In 2018 mankind degraded and turned into zombies, from the sky came hordes of alien invaders, and only the CHICKENS can
pull in this chaos and disorder!

Equip your chicken with a powerful GUN, slip on it MEGOARMOR and smash
everything into dust!

Features:

 Old school top-down control and interface

 Non-stop drive and firing

 Online action with other players

 14 weapons, 8 armors and 8 type enemies

 Charm of chickens and cool gun
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To introduse your code, you need to see the CD-Key, there is the code for this DLC. Beat the first expansion in about 90
minutes, literally Metro but America versus some weird Underground Non-KPA \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665-all anarchists? Not
worth $6, but i got it and all DLC when it was on sale for $12.

Beat the second expansion in about an hour, was pretty cool story wise to continue with Walker, and your character finally
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing speaks.

Third expansion took about 90 minutes, and ended the main story pretty well, but still leaving a lot to be asked. Hopefully a
more polished third game will come out and continue the story.

Buy this expansion on a sale. And I mean an 80% or higher sale.. I thought I would not like it but it's a pretty nice game. Some
puzzles are difficult but you don't get stuck on them. Very well balanced, nice graphics and sound. Yes, I liked it, even it's not
my kind of game, Angelica Weaver got my attention and I'm not disappointed at all. Have fun, guys.. Title is totally misleading
and this is completely dumb.. Cool.. but, how to you skip the cutscene?. It looked like an interesting puzzle game, time to think,
time to find solutions.
First chapter was ok.
Second chapter: you have to click-click-click, time challenge.

Not fun after the first chapter. Not recommended.
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From the description, I thought that the journey of 200 plus levels would take me through multiple variants. But its all just your
basic higher\/lower matching, and as you progress you unlock single nonessential 'bonus games' of klondike and spider , etc. On
top of which, the rules are bugged. I played a game of spider, and had one stack left, with 2 hidden cards, the king and the ace.
king shows, i move the stack onto it, and it tells me i have no more moves, even though i had 7 open columns to move to. No
option to undo from there, just reset and do the whole game over. The animations of cards and streaks and various blockages
also impede the flow of the main game.

Granted, I've only played 15 levels so far, but I think the rest of the game will be relegated to " yeah, ok, i got nothing better to
do". Sex, Drugs and Metal! This game has it all.
Get the game. Slay demons from hell. Become metal as P'huk.. Awsome game. I lke games like these.. Gameplay Video: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=kweZuOqI14Y&list=PLrpCFaqHnjdyiF-atoM9iZyYbUuDAvLr9&index=35&t=173s

I'm a sucker for building games. This one just hit the right nerve for me.

The VR control interface is very intuitive. It works really well with the VR setup, you walk around your tower place the
buildings with your hand, easy peasy.

The gameplay is simple but engaging. You bild up your floors, satisfy your inhabitants needs and unlock more and more
different buildings, some of which actually are so tall, that they take up space on the floor above them. This makes the optimal
placement of buildings a bit more of a challenge.

Graphicly Speaking it has a "comic" look to it and it has alot of details. You can "zoom" in and look at the interrior of the
buildings which is a nice touch.

I think this is a pretty fun game and if one day you feel lazy and don't want to put on your VR gear and move around, you can
just play it in desktop mode aswell. A good game, the price looks high for a vr game at first but there is alot of content here.
Worth it in my book.. Not as good as the first one. The mall is a far less interesting and varied, visually, as far as the artwork
goes than the city was in the last one. This one feels rather "phoned in" than the charming "Nippledew Valley" we had in the last
one.

However, the artwork on the girls is still great. I really liked the end and it makes me look forward to the next one. I would
humbly request that they not include the arcade games in the next one. Honestly, for 3 bucks this was worth my time. 2.0 hours
is up from the 1.8 hours in the last one, but thats padded by those stupid arcade mini games. Well cheaper than a movie, even a
Matinee.. Very nice start and my kids love it. i thought it wasnt to bad at first but then...
-No playerbase
-Terrible Graphics
-Boring Gameplay
-Life Draining(waste of time)

I got this for free which is the best thing about this so far i suppose but i would not pay for this game.
2/10 <-- has cards. Rubbish Game.
Beautiful vision.
But♥♥♥♥♥♥Control.. The games looks casually cool but there's a few bugs like the one where you can't move to the next map
without bringing your party.. Great game of strategy and simulation on world war 2 that combines third person shooter
gameplay style.
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